
2mSurfaces and Sliveness
no
self

I
intersections

Recall Any Knot/link ( bounds ancbedded orientable--
(and nonementable) Surface Iin S"=1RPUSD3.

Nation:OF=L

Fact:the only knotthatbounds a disk in s is theunknot

-> i
trigExample:
Let K be a knot in SIRUTD

Lit mustbe theunknott ⑳" /R2

Let D be a disk in
"bounded by K

then D can be pushed into B

giving a
disksin banded bya 7 in

which is still in s

Moreover, I can band
other

kinds of surfaces in B
that ⑳

-

IR*

Iitcannot boundin S2



the same is true for knots and links in 5":

Any surface I bounded by
a link(in so can be pushed in """
Moreover, I can potentially bound more
kinds of Surfaces in isthan in S

Simply pushing embedded surfaces intoB"
is notvery interesting, since you don'tneed B"

to see them.

Hereis a more interesting class of surfaces:
mighthave
~ self-intersectionsL

Def:Asurface in S is an immersed surface
-

thatlocally is either embedded in s or

intersects itselfin a ribbon singularity

- -II IDisk Mobiusband

2 disks band
orientable, x=2-1-1, one body

component
=>ribbon disk



Ex:Immersed surfaces thatarenot ribbon

⑱ ⑲
To build a ribbon surface,
Start with a disks and attach bands

-l -
**⑨ x=3- 4 = - 1

Hey:Aribbon surface can be pushed into"to
remove the self-intersections (i.e. make itembedded)

push small
regions around
intersections- into !⑲
-- !

I

"
So ribbon surfaces are embedded surfaces in B"

(but notin 54).



Def:A knotis called slice if itbounds
--

a smoothproperly embedded disk in BP

Why a disk?-
the simplestsurface a knot can boundis a disk.

It is hard to bound simple surfaces

Itis easy to bound

more complicatedsurfaces i
by performing connected sums !-

Ex: the unknot isslime
Since itboards a disk in Se

that we can push into B"

Ex:. is slice. It bounds the2 ribbon disk seen earlier. IR3i
Def: AKnot is called by if itbounds a ribbon disk.

By definition, ribbon
slice.

SeribbonConjective:slice -> ribbon.



*

is slice. How can we tell

We can show this knot is ribbon (and hence slice

by constructing aribbon disk.

Boves

Idea:Deconstruct theribbon disk.

To constructa ribbon disk, start withn

disks and attach not bands (50 x=1)

E
o-2
i

To deconstruct, cut through the bands to recover

the disks

. ⑰2 -> 2 - = 00o- a
o-

i "
11 1



More generally, given a knot K, a bove
is the following process.

1.) pick two arcs onk ⑲
2)draw two arcs between ·theendpoints of the two

arcs on K.

3.) Erase the arcs G=6) =0
on k

Eact:if we perform a band moves and get
the not component unlink, then R is

ribbon (and hence slice

Ex:

⑳-
=00 und

=>( is Slice!

b



Ironsof sliveness for links

Def:An in componentlink is called slice Cribbon)-
-

if itbounds thedisjointunion of a smoothly
embedded (ribbon) disks in B.

Ex:theunlink is slice

Def:Alink LCS is called slice if itbounds
-

a smoothproperly embedded surface FcBY

withno closed components and XF=1
Such an F is called a surfacefor F.

If Fis ribbon, his called X-ribbon.
-

If L is a knot, then slice-slice

since theonly surface withone boundary component
and x-1 is the disk.

So bothnotions of slikeness of links generalize
the notion of slice knots.

We will focus on X-slice links because oftheir utility
in constructing particular 4-manifolds withsimple

topology called rational homology 4-balls,
whichwe will discuss later.



Ex:

- #
F=DiskMobius band F=DiskW Anrules

X(F) =1 +0 =1 X(F) =1

As withslice knots, one way
todescribe a

ribbon surface for withx=1 is by

performing band moves. In particular;

If performing a band moves on Lyield
the nit component unlink, than1 is x-slice.

Ex:the following are x-slice

⑪
Band Moves:

⑲D D ,-
↓ ↓

↓

00 000 00


